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LAHORE GENERAL HOSPITAL, LAHORE 

 

RESULT OF GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 27-09-2019 TO ADDRESS THE GRIEVANCES RECEIVED IN BULK PURCHASE OF 

MEDICINES FOR THE YEAR 2019-20. 

 

 

 

16 Grievances received in Bulk Purchase of Medicines for the year 2019-20. The committee reviewed the case in detail and after brief discussion and hearing the firm’s 

representatives, the committee unanimously decided as under. 

 
 

Sr. 

No. 
Name of Firm Grievance Submitted Description 

Decision By Grievance 

Committee 

1 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s ALLMED 

PVT.LTD.  Vide Letter 

No.12310/ LGH Dated 

14-09-2019 

The firms participated in different 11 items and got 

qualify only in 03 items; the firm is requesting to get 

qualified in remaining 08 items as well. 

The firm technically qualified in 03 items 

on the basis of documents.  

The firm did not provide FDA Certificate 

of API of Non-Responsive items so could 

not qualify in remaining 08 items. 

The Firm was Absent in 

Grievance committee Meeting so 

the Committee turned down the 

Grievance and hence the 

submitted Grievance was 

rejected unanimously. 

 

2 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s NOVARTIS 

PHARMA PAKISTAN 

LTD.  Vide Letter 

No.12316/ LGH Dated 

14-09-2019 

 

The firm participated in T.E No.192 Tab. Deferasirox 

400mg. The firm stated that M/s Global Pharma has also 

quoted this item in violation of stay by the court. The 

stay order restrains Global Pharma from manufacturing, 

importing, formulating, offering for sale, marketing or 

selling their DEFERASIROX products (a copy of stay 

order is attached alongwith Grievance)  

Technically both the firms M/s Novartis 

Pharma& M/s Global Pharma are 

Responsive against Tab. DeferasiroxT.E# 

192. 

Stay order has to be verified. 

Grievance committee discussed the 

matter in detail with M/s Novartis 

Pharma Pakistan Ltd. and decided 

to forward the case to legal officer 

to seek legal opinion within 2weeks 

to decide the matter accordingly. 
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3 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s GENIX PHARMA 

PVT.LTD.  Vide Letter 

No.12330/ LGH Dated 

14-09-2019 

M/s Genix submitted its grievance against the non-

responsiveness in the T.E  No. 23 & 160 Inj. Acyclovir 

500mg & Inj. Vancomycin 500mg respectively. The 

firm stated that it was asked about Lyophilizer which 

should be certified by the ASME/Eu/Japan and due to 

withdrawal of medicinal trade with India on Kashmir 

Cause;the said document was not submitted as it is 

obtained from the manufacturer only. Now the firm is 

stating that as medicinal trade with India is again on 

route so they can provide the required documents. 

The quoted items rejected due to Non 

Provision of required certificate of 

Lyophilizer. 

Inj.Vancomycin did not meet the clause 

# 4, i.e. Experience of the quoted  

product that does not meet with the 

required criteria and hence stood 

technically disqualified. 

Grievance committee discussed the 

matter in detail and after hearing the 

M/s Genix Pharma view point on 

the matter unanimously decided to 

turned down the grievance as 

firm could not justify their 

grievance. So the submitted 

grievance rejected. 

4 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s ATCO 

LABORATORIES 

LIMITED.  Vide Letter 

No.12355/ LGH Dated 

18-09-2019 

M/s Atco submitted its grievance against the Non-

Responsiveness in the T.E No. 174 Tab. Aspirin 75mg 

Hospital advertised Tab. Aspirin 75mg 

against tender No.173. The firm wrongly 

quoted it against T.E No.174. 

The correction may be made accordingly 

and the grievance may be accepted. 

 

 

The Grievance committee accepted 

the Grievance. 

5 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s MTI MEDICAL 

PVT.LTD.  Vide Letter 

No.12360/ LGH Dated 

16-09-2019 

M/s MTI Medical  submitted its grievance against the 

non-responsiveness in these T.E Nos. 

i. Inj. 

Acyclovir, T.E# 23 

ii. Inj. 

Nor Adrenaline, T.E# 125 

iii. Inj. 

 

 

i. T

hefirm submitted theCertificate 

of china for  Lyophilizer which is 

out of specification for T.E# 23.  

ii. T

Grievance committee discussed the 

matter in detail and unanimously 

decided to turned down the  

grievance as M/s MTI MEDICAL 

had nothing to justify the 

grievance. So the Grievance  was 

Rejected. 
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Rocuronium, T.E# 147 

iv. Inj. 

Teicoplanin 200 & 400 mg, T.E# 154 &155 

respectively. 

Firm stated that they are holder of valid drug 

manufacturing license since 2014, GMP certification and 

latest ISO Qualifications etc. they also possess in house 

lyophilizer section, which is CE European union 

certified.  The stated that they lyophilizer their products 

like acyclovir after filling and finish goods.  

The firm is requesting to revisit Technical result. 

he firm did not provide the FDA 

Certificate of API for T.E# 125. 

iii. T

he firm provided the ALFA 

Certificate of API which is 

expired and Rocuronium was not 

included in list of certificate for 

T.E# 147. 

iv. T

he experience of quoted product 

was not provided as per clause # 

4 of evaluation criteria for T.E# 

154,155.Inj. Teicoplanin 

6 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s WIMITS 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S PVT.LTD vide Letter 

No.12377/ LGH Dated 

17-09-2019 

M/s Wimits Pharmaceuticals submitted its grievance 

against the non-responsiveness of some items which 

stood technically disqualified due to non-attachment of 

FDA certificates of API source.  

The firm claimed that they had submitted all the 

necessary documents along with their bid against T.E# 

68,105, 158,71 & 249 and requested to re-evaluate the 

matter accordingly. 

T.E# 68,105, 158,71 & 249 were 

technically rejected. For item # 249 Cap. 

Azithromycin, the required documents 

has been shown by the firm while the 

FDA certificates for rest of all the items 

were not submitted by the firm. 

After hearing the representative of 

Wimits Pharmaceuticals and 

discussing the matter in detail the 

Grievance committee decided to 

Turn Down the grievance against 

T.E 68,105, 158 &71 Due to 

shortage of documents while the 

grievance against T.E 249 Cap 

Azithromycin was accepted. 

7 

Grievance Submitted  

By M/s 

FYNK_PHARMACEU

TICALS  Vide Letter 

No. 12399 / LGH Dated 

17-09-2019 

M/s Fynk Pharmaceuticals submitted its grievance 

against the non-responsiveness of the firm who 

secured58.33% marks instead of minimally required 

60% marks. 

The firm is requesting to qualify their firm by giving 

grace marks 1.67% as their firm has been qualified in 

various institutes of Punjab. 

M/s Fynk Pharma is non-responsive 

during the technical evaluation having 

58.33% marks instead of 60% as the 

financial status of firm is low having 5 

marks and did not provide any FDA 

certificate of API. 

Grievance committee unanimously 

rejected the grievance. 
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8 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s CARAWAY 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S.  vide Letter 

No.12439/ LGH Dated 

18-09-2019 

M/s Caraway Pharmaceuticals submitted its grievance 

against the non-responsiveness of the firm. 

The firm requested to review the decision as they have 

attached all missing documents along with grievance. 

M/s Caraway was non-responsive during 

the technical evaluation having 58.33% 

marks instead of 60% as the financial 

status of firm was low and on top of it 

they could not provide any FDA 

certificate of API. 

Grievance committee discussed the 

matter in detail with representative 

of M/s CARAWAY 

PHARMACEUTICALS. Due to 

shortage of documents the 

committee decided to reject the 

grievance so the Grievance 

Rejected unanimously. 

9 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s SCILIFE 

PHARMA PVT.LTD.  

Vide Letter No.12447/ 

LGH Dated 18-09-2019 

M/s Scilife submitted its grievance against the non 

responsiveness of the firm. The firm claims that they 

have not  been given marks against the following points; 

i. Activ

e pharmaceutical ingredient (API) source. 

ii. Finan

cial capacity of bidder. 

iii. Exper

ience of the quoted product from 1 July 2017 to 

June 2019. 

The firm is requesting to review the decision. 

M/s Scilife is non responsive during the 

technical evaluation obtained only 25% 

marks instead of minimally required 60% 

marks. 

Bid was re-evaluated again but the result 

has been same as all the said documents 

were missing. 

After hearing the representative of 

the firm and discussing the matter 

in detail the Grievance committee 

decided to Turn Down the 

grievance.  
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10 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s VISION 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S PVT.LTD. Vide 

Letter No.12456/ LGH 

Dated 18-09-2019 

M/s Vision Pharma submitted its against the Non 

responsiveness of the firm. 

❖ The 

firm claims that their Financial Capacity is 1026 

million and should get 10marks.  

 

❖ The 

firm requested to reevaluate the Lyophilizer 

Certificate for T.E.# 160 Inj. Vancomycin 

❖ F

inancial capacity of the bidder has 

mistakenly been overlooked  and after 

correction the products of the firm 

against TE 

Nos.16,18,53,105,120,127,153,221 

may be declared technically 

responsive while the product against 

TE No.160 still stands non responsive 

due to non availability of required 

certificates. 

 

Grievance committee discussed the 

matter in detail and decided to 

accept all the items except T.E 

No.160. 

 

11 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s CHIESI 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S.  Vide Letter 

No.12553/ LGH Dated 

21-09-2019 

The firm claimed that their quoted product Nebule 

Ipratropium Bromide T.E# 301 is in unit dose of 2ml 

which is ALFA brand & EMA approved. It Maintains 

the Sterility and Efficacy and moreover Unit Dose 

Dispensing Avoid Over Dosage and ensure Exact 

measurement of dose. 

The products of other competitors, M/s Geofman is 

available in 4ml vial and M/s Atco Laboratories in 20ml 

so technically they should be declared non responsive. 

Three Firms are responsive M/s Chiesi, 

Geofman & Atco for T.E# 301 and in 

tender specification volume of the nebule 

is not mentioned   

The committee discussed the 

matter in detail and M/s 

Geofmann and Atco were asked to 

submit the stability and efficacy 

detail of their product to rule out 

the claim of M/s Chiesi that the 

ipratropium bromide is 

immediately deteriorated after 

opening the nebule with in three 

days and till that the case is 

pending. 
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12 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s STALLION 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S PVT.LTD. vide Letter 

No.12561/ LGH Dated 

21-09-2019 

M/s Stallion Pharmaceuticals submitted its grievance for 

the consideration of item T.E No.113 Inj. Meropenem 

1gm, Brand Name Merostin which was non responsive 

in the Technical evaluation of Medicines. 

The firm stated that their items are FDA approved and 

being supplied to various Govt. institutes in Punjab, 

KPK Sindh &Balochistan also in CMH, PAF & Navy. 

The firm stated that they submitted USFDA certification 

but the related marks were not given.  

The firm is requesting to consider their product as they 

have again submitted the certificates. 

Due to typographic mistake the product 

T.E # 113Inj. Meronem was non 

responsive which may be technically 

accepted.  

The committee unanimously 

Accepted the Grievance. 

13 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s BFBIOSCIENCES 

LTD.  Vide Letter 

No.12555/ LGH Dated 

21-09-2019 

The firm stated that their product T.E No.77 Inj. 

Erythropoietin 2000IU & T.E No.78 Inj. Erythropoietin 

4000IU were non responsive owing to reason that their 

product in  not available in pre-filled syringe which was 

the prerequisite spec of the product. 

The firm claims that Pre-Filled specs. favor only the 

specific brands and debars the other manufacturers 

whose products available in the vial form. Firm also 

states that there is no difference between Pre-filled and 

vial form. 

They are requesting to visit TAC decision and qualify 

their mentioned products. 

The advertised specification as prefilled 

syringe of Inj. Erytheropoitin was 

recommended by the end user of 

Nephrology & Urology department. 

The committee discussed the 

matter in detail and turned down 

the grievance as their item is not 

as per advertised specifications, 

So Grievance Rejected. 
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14 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s NEXT 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S. vide Letter No.12565/ 

LGH Dated 21-09-2019 

M/s Next Pharmaceuticals submitted its grievance 

against the Non-Responsiveness of their firm 

during TAC. 

 

The firm states that they attached their regular 

import trail of API alongwith supporting 

documents including GMP of the concerned 

regulatory authority, status of source. But after 

evaluation they were disqualified due to the FDA 

of India. 

 

The firm is requesting to review TAC decision and 

qualify their firm as they secured 58.33% marks. 

M/s Next Pharmaceuticals obtained 

58.33% marks instead of minimally 

required 60% . So the firm stands Non- 

Responsive on the basis of shortage of 

documents. 

Grievance committee discussed the 

matter in detail and due to shortage 

of documents the committee 

decided to turn down the 

grievance. 

15 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s UNISA 

PHARMACEUTICAL

S INDUSTRIES.LTD.  

Vide Letter No.12581/ 

LGH Dated 21-09-2019 

M/s Unisa Pharmaceuticals submitted its grievance vide 

No.12581/LGH, Dated 21-09-2019 against the Non 

Responsiveness of their item T.E No. 17 Inf. 

Metronidazole 500mg/100ml.  

The firm is requesting to re-evaluate their product and 

qualify it as this item is being supplied to various 

hospitals and has also been supplied to LGH during 

2015-16 without any complaint. 

The mentioned product of the firm stands 

technically disqualified due to non 

availability of FDA Certificate of API. 

While the firm has quailed for the rest of 

its products. 

After hearing the representative of 

the firm and discussing the matter 

in detail the Grievance committee 

decided to Turn Down the 

grievance against the TE No.17. 

 

16 

Grievance Submitted By 

M/s S.J.G FAZUL 

ELLAHI PVT.LTD.  

Vide Letter No.12589/ 

LGH Dated 21-09-2019 

The firm requesting to skip the mentioned specification 

against the T.E. 23 Inj. Acyclovir 500mg and T.E. No 

160 Inj. Vancomycin  500mg.  

The mentioned products of the firms 

were disqualified on the basis of being 

out of advertised specification. 

Being the most sensitive and vital life 

saving  products the published 

specification of Inj. Acyclovir and 

Vancomycin were recommended by the 

pediatric and pulmonology department of 

the LGH to ensure the better ailment  of 

suffering community. 

After hearing the representative of 

the firm and discussing the matter 

in detail the Grievance committee 

decided to stand with the decision 

of TAC and view point of end user. 

And hence unanimously Turned 

Down the grievance. 
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